STATISTICS ALUMNI MEETING AGENDA

DATE: Saturday, April 7, 2018
TIME: 10.00 AM
LOCATION: Sports and Recreation Center 410

10:00  Welcome, Preliminary Remarks

10:10  Invited Talks

10:10  Kaitlyn Brady - Staples, Inc.
       Title: Data Science: A Little Bit of Everything.

10:35  Xueer Jing - Fallon Health.
       Title: Have Faith and Work Hard

10:50  Jie Bao - EMC-Dell
       Title: Current thinking about big data and its future.

11:15  Yujie Zong - CVS Health
       Title: Analytics Skillset and Career Advice.

11:40  Kristen Kehrer - Constant Contact
       Title: Journey to Math & Statistics in Industry.

12:10-1:00  Lunch and Networking